Sensus Adds Outdoor Lighting Control to Smart Grid Portfolio
Customers can realize a reduction in energy costs of up to 70 percent
Raleigh, N.C. (January 28, 2011) Sensus is poised to help electric utilities and municipalities
become more energy efficient and save money by using its FlexNet™ Advanced Metering
Infrastructure (AMI) system to provide communication and control of outdoor lighting, including
streetlights.
In phase one, Sensus Lighting Control will combine FlexNet radio communication modules with
high efficiency induction lighting, controlled using a FlexNet Metro base station. Electric utilities
with a FlexNet AMI system currently deployed can dedicate a portion of the licensed radio
spectrum to control outdoor lighting, adding new functionality to help reduce the total cost of
ownership and increase the return on investment realized from the system.

For municipalities wanting to reduce energy and maintenance costs while maintaining public
safety, Sensus offers an alternative to energy consuming High Pressure Sodium Vapor (HPS)
lamps. The Sensus Lighting Control series includes a complete replacement light assembly that
uses an energy efficient induction lamp and ballast with an integrated FlexNet radio, providing
complete two-way communication with each lamp in the service territory.

There are an estimated sixty million municipal streetlights alone in the US, more than half of
which feature HPS lamps. "Simply replacing an HPS lamp with an induction-type light assembly
can reduce energy consumption by 50 percent," said Randolph Wheatley, Vice President of
Marketing at Sensus. “When that light is replaced with a FlexNet radio-equipped assembly,
energy costs can typically be cut by up to 70 percent.”

Lights fitted with a FlexNet radio can be programmed to turn on and off at select times of the
day or night. Unlike photocells, the radio control is more precise, allowing for pinpoint accuracy
and energy savings.
“The induction lights have an instant on and off capability,” added Wheatley,” which means you
don’t have to wait thirty minutes for them to warm up or cool down. That one hour difference
accounts for a portion of the energy savings.”

The system will trigger an alarm when a light is not working properly, which means maintenance
crews can be dispatched to the affected area instead of having to drive around looking for
outages. Future product features include the ability to dim, blink or chase lights.
“The advantages of remote outdoor lighting control go beyond energy and maintenance
savings,” said Wheatley. “Customers can use the advanced features to warn the public of a
potential issue or even direct traffic in the case of an evacuation.” Utilities can also use the
lighting control for load shedding by turning off selective lights and diverting the energy to other
needs, particularly during extreme weather conditions.

To follow Twitter updates from Sensus please visit www.twitter.com/sensussmartgrid.
About Sensus
Sensus leads in innovative and evolving technology solutions that enable intelligent use and
conservation of critical energy and water resources. Sensus has led the discovery, development
and implementation of technologies for the energy and water industries for more than a century.
Water, gas and electric utility customers around the world benefit from the company’s open,
flexible products and solutions to help them optimize their resources – today and tomorrow.
Headquartered in Raleigh, N.C., USA, Sensus serves customers from locations throughout the
Americas, Europe, Africa and Asia. For more information, visit www.sensus.com.
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